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Honorable Walter F. Mondale 
United States Senate 

Dear Senator Mondale: 

In response to your referral of March 21, 1969, I am pleased to provide 
the enclosed comments on a report concerning the Monticello Nuclear 
Generating Plant which was prepared and circulated at the DFVL City 
Convention in Minneapolis by Mr. Russell Hatling.  

For your convenient reference, we have numbered on the enclosed copy 
of Mr. Hatling's report the respective passages to which our comnents 
pertain.  

Sincerely, 

Original signed by C. K. Be* 

Harold L. Price 
Director of Regulation 

Enclosures: 
1. Comments on Mr. Hatling's 

Statements 
2. Ltr fin Mr. Hatling 
3. Radiological Effects of Operating 

The Monticello Nuclear Plant 

RETYPED TO BE CONSISTENT IN USAGE OF ENCLOSED & ATTACHED.  
SEE ATTACHED YELLOW FOR PREVIOUS CONCURRENCES 
SEE PAGE 2 FOR COPY DISTRIBUTION & NOTE
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AEC COMPENTS ON CUESTION AND ANSWER COMPILATION PREPARED BY MR. RUSSELL HATLING 

MINNEAPOLIS, NINNESOTA, CONCERNTNG RADIOACTIVITY RELEASES FRDM THE 

MONTICELD NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 

1. Mr. Hatling calls the safety record of nuclear energy plants.."dismal." 
To the contrary, the safety record of nuclear energy plants has been out
standino'. The AEC has licensed the operation of 114 power, research, and 
testing reactors which have accumulated a total of about 780 reactor-years 
of operation without a radiation fatality or serious radiation exposure.  
Within this total, 17 reactors were constructed for the generation of 
electric power. These nuclear power nlants, about which Mr. Hatling is 
primarily concerned, have compiled a record of about 90 reactor-years of 
operating experience. We know of no instance where the ooeration of these 
licensed olants has resulted in exposure of any member of the public to 
radiation levels exceeding annual limits specified in AEC regulations, which 
are designed for protection of the public, 

2. We are not certain of the basis used by Mr. Hatling in referring to eight 
"of the original 12" nuclear power plants as having "failed." As noted 
above, 17 central station nuclear electric power plants have been licensed 
for operation to date. A number of the early power reactors were small 
prototypes built for research and development under cooperative programs.  
between the AEC and electric utilities. They constituted an important 
step in the R&D process toward develooment of dependable and economical 
nuclear olants for the production of electricity, including exploration of 
the feasibility of different types of reactors, Operation of five of these 
plants has been terminated. They are! Hallam Nuclear Power Facility, Hallar, 
Nebr.: Carolinas-Virginia Tube Reactor, Parr, S.C.; the Pathfinder Atomic 
Power Plant, Sioux Falls, S. Dak. ; Pigua Nuclear Power Facility, Piqua, 
Ohio; and the Boiling Nuclear Superheat Reactor, Punta Higuera, Puerto 
Rico. Ahile there were operating difficulties with each of these reactors, 
no public health and safety problem ever arose from their operation, shut
down, or dismantling. Of the remaining 12 nuclear power plants now 
licensed to operate, nine are currently generating electricity, including 
the first five to be licensed by the AEC. Two are undergoing repairs: 
the Enrico Fermi Atomic Power Plant in Michigan and the Elk River Nuclear 
Plant in Minnesota. The twelfth plant, Oyster Creek Nuclear Power Plant 
in New Jersey, has only recently been authorized to commence operation at 
low power levels, 

The Elk River plant, which Mr. Hatling reports as having failed, recently, 
experienced an operating difficulty-after nearly six years of operation, 
A small leak was detected in a 1 1/2-inch reactor water level monitoring 
line which is welded to the uner Dortion of the Elk River reactor pressure 
vessel, The licensee has conducted an extensive inspection of other pining 
connected to the vessel, and the results are being evaluated, Some



similar malfunctions have occurred in the operation of other nuclear power 
Dlants: none has.resulted in a radiation injury to any emloyee or posed a 
threat to ic health and safety.  

From all the records available to us, the radioactivity in effluent releases 
from licensed power reactors, including those from the Pathfinder plant 
referred to in Mr. Hatling's remarks, has been below the limits.that would 
be perissible under the AEC regulations in Part 20 of Title 10, Chapter 1, 
Code of Federal Regulations, "Standards for Protection Against Radiation." 
The release limits in AEC regulations are based on uides develo-ed by the 
Federal Radiation Council and approved by the President for the guidance 
of Federal agencies. These guides are compatible with recommendations of 
the National Council on Radiation Protection and Measurements and the 
International Copmission.on Radiological Protection. The radioactivity 
that may be released in effluent water from a nuclear reactor consists of 
a mixture of radioisotopes of different maximum permissible concentrations.  
An analysis of this mixture was performed at the Pathfinder olant by the 
licensee during 1967, the last year of operation of this plant. it showed 
that- average concentrations of radioactivity in the effluent water were 
less than one percent of the AEC Part 20 limit, based on the actual radio
isotopic composition. Releases of radioactivity in gaseous effluents from 
the Pathfinder plant during 1967 were less than 10 percent of applicable 
limits snecified in the operating license.  

3, Any nuclear facility either built for the AEC or approved as a licensed 
facility must meet rigorous safety standards, and is kept under continued 
surveillance throufhout its lifetime for, purposes of safety.  

The first production reactors at Hanford were a wartime effort built for 
military purPoses by the former Manhattan Engineer District. After the 
Atomic'Energy Cormission was established in January 1947,-the Commission 
continued and ex*anded operation of the Hanford facility for military 
purposes, but undertook an extensive program to reduce releases of radio" 
activity to the environment. Substantial reductions were made, Extensive 
environmental studies indicate that at no time since the production onerations 
began at Hanford in 19L411 have the concentrations of radioactivity in the 
Columbia River exceeded levels specified in the nationally established 
standards for controlling exposure to people.  

4. The claims made in the article in the May-June.1965 issue of the Journal 
of Environental'Health were answered in an article in Public Health Reoorts, 
April 1966, by John C. Bailar III and John L. Young, Jr., of the National 
Cancer Institute. A copy of this article, "Oregon Malignancy Pattern and 
Radioisotope Storage - A Reappraisal,".is enclosed. Reporting on an 
independent study of cancer statistics from 1934 to 1963, it concludes that 
"no evidence was found that.persons living downstream from the Hanford 
Preserve or along the Pacific coast of Oregon have had an excess risk.of 
death from.cancer in general or from leukemia in particular."
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5. The Atomic Energy Act of 1954 charged the Atomic Energy Commission with 
the role of encouraging an expanded civilian program of\peaceful uses of 
atomic energy "to the maximum extent consistent with the common defense 
and security and with the health and safety of the public." Thus, the 
AEC regards the protection of public health and safety as an overriding 
consideration in the licensing and regulation of nuclear reactors.  

The AEC regulatory function is carried out independently from the Commission's 
operational and developmental activities. Three organizational units below 
the Co-mission level participate in the licensing and regulatioh of nuclear 
power reactors. These are the AEC regulatory staff, which includes pro
fessional personnel in many technical disciplines; the Advisory Committee 
on Reactor Safeguards, a statutory body of highly qualified scientists and 
engineers; and atomic safety and licensing boards, drawn from a panel of 
technically qualified experts and persons experienced in administrative 
procedures to conduct public hearings and issue initial decisions on 
licensing applications. None of these units has any operating or pro
motional resoonsibilities, and each group is independent of the others, 

. Their sole responsibility is in the field of nuclear safety and related 
regulatory matters. Details of the licensing and regulations process are 
contained in the enclosed booklet, "Licensing of Power Reactors." 

64 Throughout history, man has been confronted with the problem of balancing 
risk against benefit in many walks of life. Many risks are so small that., 
whIle they cannot be reduced to absolute zero, the effort that would be 
required to further reduce them could not be justified. Independent 
co-mittees of scientists.have been continuously active In seeking to define 
safe practice in the use of man-made radiation, and the AEC has followed 
Orocedures to ensure that the best scientific advice available is utilized.  

To place in persnective the use of man-made radiation, it should be noted 
that the human race has always been subject to exposure to radiation from 
natural.sources -- radioactivity in the crust of the earth, cosmic rays from 
outer space, and naturally occurring radioactive materials in the body. At 
most locations on theyearth's terrain, the total exposure from such sources 
exceeds 125 millirems per year. Additional exposures that.would result 
from proposed releases of radioactivity to the Mississippi River from the 
operation of the Monticello reactor would be very small fractions of this 
level.  

7. This statement seems to imply that an X-ray exposure of an unborn child 
would be small comoared to the exposure an unborn child mirht receive over 
a period of several months as a result of the proposed releases from the 
Monticello reactor to the Mississippi River, Such an implication is not 
correct. The evidence for a possible increase in the incidence of leukemia 
resulting from X-ray examination of the obstetrical abdomen of the mother 

Rem stands for "roentgen equivalent man" -- a measure of the dose of ionizing 
radiation to body tissues, roughly eoual to a dose of one roentgen of high voltage 
X-rays. A millirem is .one-thousandth of a rem.



relates to exposures of the unbor'n child ranging from 50 to 5,000 millirems,.  As noted in 6, above, exposures to people (including unborn children) that could be expected from radioactive material in the river *would be much less than such levels. Further, the fact that X-ray exposures occur in a period less than a second is believed to make them more hazardous than if~distributed over longer periods of time, 
*8. Under recommendations of the Federal Radiation Council (FRC), maximum exposures of a population group that could occur from radioactivity i water would be less than one-third of the level ouoted by Mr, H-atling.  The FPC further recommends that, within such limits, exroosures be kept as low as practicable. Thus, there is no "FRC standard dose." 

As indicated in connection with several of M'r., Hatling's statements, the expoosures that could be expected to occur from releases of radioactivity from the Monticello reactor to the river are much lower than the level.  cited by Mr. Hatling..  

* Any health risks associated with exposures as low as those under discussion are too small to be determined by observation or experiment and * can only be inferred by extrapjolation fromr observable effects of exposures that are far higher, The methdd of extrapolation commonly. used~, is to assutre that at thes3e very low levels the -ratio of dose to effect is the sa-me as at very high levels. 'This assumption is considered by most radiobiologists to provide reasonable estimates of upper limits of the resultant incidence of disease in a large population rather than actual values. There is reason to believe that the actual incidence at these : low levels mray be much lower than estimated upper limits, 
9. 'Tt may be noted that the source of the' statement that Northern States Power estimates a total waste, including fuel leaks, of 91.14 curies yearly is attributed to an article by members of the faculty of the University of Minnesota printed in the Journal of the Minnesota Academy of Science, 

Discussions with Northern States Power suggest that this estimate is based on a statement by Northern States Power that in a single day the amount of radioactivity in liq 'uid wastes released from the reactor could possibly go up' to 0.25 curie. Apparently, the authors-have assumed that it is the * expectation of Northern States Power to release this much activity daily during the entire y1ear. Neither we nor Northern States anticipate that annual releases of liquid effluents will approach amounts comparable to 91.)4 curies.  

**Mr. H-atling also attributes to the Journal of the Minnesota Academy of Science a statement that the General Electric Company "gu esses 30,000 curies".of radioactivity would be discharged into the Mississippi River the first year from the Monticello plant. We are not able to find such an estimate by General Electric,
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10.The curie is the basic unit adopted to express amounts bf radioactivity in 
terms of the number of atomic disintegrations per second, and equals the 
-number of disintegrations per second in the radioactivity of a gram of 
radium, This does not mean, however, that one curie of a particular 
radioisotope is equivalent to one curie of another in any other respect.  
It indicates nothing about the varying kinds and strengths of radiation 
emitted by different kinds of radioactive materials. For example, 
recommended maximum concentrations in drinking water, measured in.curies 
per unit volume, range up to a million times higher for tritium than for 
radium. The properties of radium are such that public health authorities 
are concerned if only a few milligrams of it are lost or misplaced. The 
cited attempt to comoare the radioactivity in releases from nuclear power 
plants during routine operations with "the activity of the entire world 
supply of radium" has no validity, and is altogether misleading as to 
the relative importance of the two.  

11. Levels of radiation under which ecological systems have developed are 
generally of the order of 100 to 150 millirems per year, but there are 
sizable inhabited areas in Brazil, India, and at least one island in the 
Pacific in which natural levels of radiation are many times higher. By 
comparison General Electric Company has estimated that radioactivity 
released to the Mississippi River during operation of the Monticello 
plant would increase the radiation exoosure of animals and olants using 
the.water by very small fractions of the lowest levels occurring in nature, 
We are confident that Dr. Odun (not Dolum) was not concerned with such 

*minute increases when he was writing of.the effects of higher levels of 
radiation on strains or species of animals.  

12. The number of curies mentioned in the quotation is not relevant to the 
question of discharge of radioactivity from the Monticello plant to the 
Mississippi River, The question of balance between reduction in levels of 
radioactivity released and effort to achieve such reduction has been 
discussed in Item 6, above.  

Enclosures: 
1. Article, "Oregon Malignancy Pattern 

and Radioisotope Storage - A 
Reappraisal" 

2, Booklet, "Licensing of Power Reactors"
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SA Reappraisal 

Oregon2 MVaLign;ancy Pattern.  

and Radioisoop Storage 

JOHN C. BAILAR Ilil, M.D., and JOHN L. YOUNG, Jr., M.P.H.

. INC 1 1.SED mortality rate for cancer, 
nluin leukemia p)articularly, among 

Oce0an reside.'nts near tho south bank of the 

Cohaibia River or along the Pacific Coast was 

reported recently by Fadeley (1). This would 

be ain inport air. observation if it -were con

firmed, because' there is an increase in the radio

active conent of water which flows throuih or 

past lie Hanord (Washington) Atomic Stor

-ae Preserve before it is carried downstream 

past the areas which Fadeley reported to have 

high ;nortality rates. Because of the following 
feat ureo of his report, however, we have re-ex
-aminod 0ho'question.  

1. Sveral inland counties were omitted with

out exphoa ion in tlho analysis.  
2. Basic diat (numbers of deaths) were not 

reponewd, and random vai'itions of rates cal

culated on the small numbers of daths occur

rng in sin e counties were sot consiered.  

o. A.\. lotouh the age and sex structure of the 

population varies from one county to another, 
the rates were neither age adjusted nor sex 

adjusted.  
4. The fact that tiroughlxoit the United States 

and h inmany other countries cancer mortality 
rates are hghter in cities than in rural areas 

(23) was not mentioned. The river and Pacific 

counties generally are more densely populated 

than the inland counties, and, on this basis, they 

ilnighut be expected to have higher rates.  

5. No study was made of cancer mortality 

data fron earlier years to determino.if the, re

The authors are wiith he Biotneiry Bratnch, National 

Canier Institute,.Public Health Servicq.,

Vol. 81, No. 4, April 1966

ported excess risk was present before the H1an

ford Atomic Energy Facility started operation.  
6. No stud'y was inade of cancer- mortality 

rates along the north bank of t.he' Colunbi.  

1iver, which is in the State of Washingtonl.  

Method of Analysis 

Totl cancer iortality rates and leukemia 
mortality rates for groups of counties in Ore

gon and Washingtion from 194 through 196 

were adjusted by the indirect method (4-6) for.  

di tlerances between counties in the, age and sex 

coiiposition of the population (rable 1 and fig.  

1). The 190 observed mortality rates for ill 

forms of canccr and for lenkemt in in the U.S.  

whito popIlation (7) weoe taken as standard.  

For the years prior to 1940, the rates include a 

small adjustment for dilleteices in cause-of

death assignments in the fourth, lth , and sixth 
revisions of the International Classification of 

Diseases (8. 9).  
Because the 1960 nonwhite populations were 

ratier small in Oregon (2.1 percent) and Wash

ington (3.6 percent), no adjustinent was made 

for race. The numbers of deaths.on which the 

rates inl table 31 are based are shown in table 2.  
Table 3 lists the counties: included in each 

area, and figure 2 shows the boundaries of the 

counties and county groups. Counties in the 

Met-ropolitan Portland area were considered 

separately froi the other river counties because 
of the diiferent cancer risk between urban and 

rural areas in general (9,3).  
The age-sex-adjusted mortality rates for till 

forms of cnpcer and the numbers of deaths 

upon which these rates were based for Oregon 

* ~ 311



nd ashingi on ar shown by county.in tables 

4 ani. We. did not include a similar tabula
tion oC leukemnia mortality in this report be

cause the nimbers of deaths in most counties, 

were quite small.  

Results 

Several trends are clear from fIgure 1. First, 

total cancer mortality rates in Oregon and 

Washiington Wule been con~istently lower than 

theo avce rare for the. U.S. whlite popuiLAtif 
In61' as, lukemli-a mor01talit3' Vates inl both1 

States have been above average for as long as 

1i by cowiy are available (1040 in Oregon 

and 1934 in )Vashington). Although the rates

in both States have increased rapidly in recent 

yers, the incienea has been alout the same as 

in the rest of thie.Un'ited States. Interest igly, 

the excess in leakenia mortality existed before 

the. Hanford Preserye began operation in 1945.  

Second, total Cancer mortality rates in the 

Portland region of Oijegon have remained es

sentialy unchanged since 1935. Mortality in 

the river counties has increacsdt up to the Stato 
averageO bill. remiains suibstantially blwta 
for Se entire United States, and mortality in 
the ocean, counties has actually declinedl. In 

Washington total cancer mortality in the river 

counties has been consistently comwe than in 
other- parts of the State. Mlortality rates for

Table 1. Morlility ratesl per 10,0 pnopulaion or nl forms of cancer and for leukemin 

in the Uni.cd States, Oregon, and "Washington, in various time periods 

Area 1934-37 103P-42 1943-47 14S-52 13-578-63 

All forms of cnncer 

Total United States ..---.. ---- 145. 6 1. 2 143. 8 344. 0 141.  

O -------------------- 1 1S. 12 . 12S.57 129.9 130.5 132.5 

RIivvr count Ws......... 111.0 11, S 1i.7 127. :3 13 1. 4 13:3.7 

Iivd e1an, n1 ---------------- -- .7 12K03 113,.5 121.5 

Ocean cones----- ------- o '137. 8 142. 3 140. !1 . 1  

htl nd counis.------ ------------- - 7 121. (1, 120. 3 1:1. S 1 o. 3 12:.  
Wshaounie... ---- ------ .48 1168.7 130n. 2 . 1 ".r) 3.0 3" 

Wa1ingtoN. .........- 254 12), 100.0 114 4 125.0 12S.  

liv er Coun les -.- .. .------- -- 126. 3 120. 5 . 128. 7 1:35: 1272 133. 7 

Poand counties.------------ ------- 12:3. ) 1:39. 4 134. 1 1:34. 9 12S 1 137.  

orthu counts...------------.- 1401 3 137. 131.0 130. 4 

Leukcniia 

Total 'United states .34 4 49 6.1 6.8 3. 0 
4.8 5. 6.2 7. 7 1. 6 

Ot I---0111 ------------------------ A ~ 4. 9 4 ). 7.:3 7 

Sconts ------ -4. 2 . 2 .6. 2 
PortildCMU S ............ 5. 6.9 120 . 5 S 3. 3 

uand counties -------------------- :7 1.0 137. 7 

otalan -ieSt------------------ 3. . . 9. 6. I 6. ) 7. O 

O nn. co -ti----------------------- 3. 3 . 1 5.: 7.0 

itiver counties -------------------- . 4. 2 .1 6.  

I n rl d cou n ties. - --. ----- 1 4. 1 . . 4 . G. 7.. 4* 

Ociver counties .^3. 1 3.4. 14.9 4. 8 7. 1 
Inland counties ------------------ i 1.4 3 .7 7. 7.  

tat austed foae and sex by the indiecethod, taking U.S. 1050 observed rates for males and females 
in 10-year age groups as standard.  uates for lwhit populattion only.  

Itates for 10S-02.  Rates for 1935 only.  
cates.for 1930-42.  

Lokcn:a dicaths by county not availabie for these years.  

7h1ates for 104n-42.  
Iates based o n leukemia deathsjin 1035 and 1937 only. Loukemia deaths not available by county for 103.1

312
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Figure 1. Annual nwrality-rat es per 100,000 population for ill forns of enncer and for 

likcuemin, United S Oregon, and Washinglon, 1935-60
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I Nmlwlb,'ri whic were replJorted. P,(:fore 0hV rates werec calculmt(d for table 1, compa1)rab~ility ratios- were 
OApic~'0 w:ijii~t. for. diffiriceh, ill Ctlusc-of-(katt rissignmtlents boveecn tile 4th, 5th, mid Gth revisiois of tioc 
liIn ml ~ii nl CI isi(C Itioni of IDisases.  

2 Whlit(! 1)opu11:t0on only3.  
3 [Ia)a for VAS5-62.  
*4 Dul: for 1935 Only, 
4Datm for 193in-42.  
I ai; a, ot avidinlahi by couty.  

Dnta for 194 (0-12.  
MTond inc1ludlr' 0440, with county of t'Csi4('47co un4kno0wn.  
D~ata for 1935 nd 1M37 only Lmokemni deats nW~ nvnilable by county for 103.1 and 1936.  

Souc~s: O--(oio:. Icakemirt (iC:4th$s by c(4h444tA for 1040-57 ms! dwAts due to Mll foms o Cmm"e by w"M4 y for 
3041-4-1 wvr' obuline)Ci 110144 thae Mato: ]tonstlr Ore-on Mtae ]Boad of limo~ldi, lhirtlund. W~ag04Inkn 
ticat'hs by county for* I93.5 nd 19037-57 4~ ra i l, to all fornis of cancer for 1934, 16-8 ukd 1941-441 wkere 
091zuiid frmn We Stato 1'tRe-Mr Mmil~iig) ou Sta Board1 of IRica , Olympia. Tito reninindler of tho dlata were 

obtained front annual voluncM of hif Ststi.cs of thto United Staes

314 Piu1~lIk Health ltCPoris

blit ill t~iost recenlt lpe&iod (19S6)thc(-Y 
wero ile hc ow"'t; ill (hle Scu te.  

T11 11i1shillg on1 leukeillia IllmOt'i Ity vat".s ill 
ti-o rivet olntic-5 inct9fi trnpn6b fco". 1550, 

while. rates in other ipaxls of the Stateo wan in 
the tout] 1nited Statt .o3 Uising . Leukemia 
:iiodnil~y rates in. the ocenl counties 11190 have 
iicteascd rapidly mingC ION,4,% b d ie incease
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A (ilic Storage I1ICeserve a tindependentI(IClstildy 

WAS i 1ndeia{i.i (o deterille canlcer trends inl 
7 h t and Orevron from 1934 to 1963.  

D'or. tite anaml vi ., tile collties wit Iil 0n16h two 

S iaes Nvore d ivkiedl inlto flu categories: river, 
OCCIMI. \fct rope 1 ii a PIilnd, andi inlnd.  

* ILo.,ni.s oftie studa l~y rvealed r lar, inl boah 
Stik' mrt i ll il I'lc f till frilns of cancer 

c ominned have been conisistenitly below the, mar
tiil ity VU IC for the U~.S. white. poIllit ion. B othI 

24 S -tes have hod( a Conlsistent excess ill letikemiia 
11401o1 al ity, but (te exces. was pr)i cot before the 

*Ifialford l'e rve be-all operation. No inn 

*pcri'i ~l i ty t renids wvere obserlved inl mdi
vidlial (oliU tie- ill either state.  

M o videnice was founid thatLpesol living1 

* downst-reani froil the H anford Preserve or 
11a01n- the YPacifio coast. of Oregonl have had all 

p excess risk of (10,11-1 froil Cancer inl g-eneral or 
*frl.nn1 lel kemia inl particimi ar.  

R E FEREN C ES 

* (1) FaldvIcy, R~. C.: Oregon lioaligmnilcy pattern phys.i
41graphtciffla II3rela1tiAc to I ii1111(1l VWahin g toll 
rmidiio oji stosmc. J Euvi rozi 1halth .27: 
883-SflT, Moy-Joie 1065.  

*(2) T1pvin, M. Ti., et nl.: Cicer Ilieldellce Ill Ilrban1 
And ru1-1rellvs of NXv~v Wrik Slat. J 'Nat 
Cancer Dist.24: 12-13-1257, Tli.,e 1060.
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Table 4. Morinlity rutes per 100,030 popunltion nid nunbers of denths for nil forms of 

cncer by coun:y, in vnrious time periods, Oregon

Comty

1935

Cobonbhia.....  

forro. .-------1herman....... 
\ .ail lr . ..  

Wasco---------

Ocoan: 
Coos------.-.  
Cirry.... ...  

L -ne .........  
lincwo.. ......  
Tilhunook.......  

Portland: 
Claclnim s......
Mlulmorn11ah.-...
Washington.....-

Iniland: 
Bake:---- - -
Benitoni .....  
Crook.........  
1)'schute-s......  
(3~t r t---------
IHi rnet _." ..--
Jackson ........  
.T1lerson...---
Josephine. ..-.
Klainath......  
Lake ---------
1 .innli...........  
\ManIlhou ar...  

Polk .------ ..--
Unon ..........  
WAllo=v........  ----ce--------

Ynnill-------

Sounc*:.s: Oregon deaths clue to nl forms of camcer for the years 1041-44 by county were oht.nintd from the 
Site Registrar, Oregon State Board of Hc11th, Portland. Tho renuinder of the data Wre obtained from respective 
volumes of Vital Statistics of the United StatCS.

in the .uited( S tates. Tho0-1.-11)o. U.S. Govern
ment I'rintim: Ollice, Washingtona, D.C.- 10-17, 

(G) spgiviso, .: Introduction to deinic.gruphy.  

Tihe S ~ciety of Actuuries. Chicago, 10N5.  
(7) Gordon. T., Critt'nden. dnM., anI Jnenszel. W.: 

(On-ceir anormnlity, trenlds1 in tihe United .States.  
Nat. Cancer Inst Monogr 0. U.S. Governnient 

Printing 11ce. Wnshilngton, D.C., 1001.
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129. n 
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1... 1) 
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1953
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10(1. O 
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143. 5
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16 
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43 
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43 
37 
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21 
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42 
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44 
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288
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26 
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30 
10 
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62 
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138 
T2.5 

57 
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49 
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36 
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5) 
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18 
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2S 
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10 
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RADIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF OPERATING 

THE MONTICELLO NUCLEAR GENERATING PLANT 

The application by Northern States Power Company for a permit to 
construct the Monticello plant was reviewed from the standpoint of 
radiological safety by four bodies in the Atomic Energy Commission's 
process of licensing and regulation, as outlined in the attached booklet, 
"Licensing of Power Reactors." These review groups included the AEC 
regulatory staff, the Commission's statutory Advisory Committee on 
Reactor Safeguards (ACRS), and an atomic safety and licensing board which 
conducted a public hearing in the matter on May 25-26, 1967, at Buffalo, 
Minnesota. The initial decision of the board, granting a provisional 
construction permit, was then reviewed by the Commission itself. The 
construction permit was issued on June 19, 1967. Each of these review 
bodies concluded that the proposed plant could be constructed and 
operated without undue risk to the health and safety of the public.  

On November 8, 1968, the applicant applied for an operating license.  
Further safety reviews are now being conducted by the AEC regulatory 
staff. The ACRS will also review this application and advise the 
Commission thereon. Further, if an operating license is granted, the 
plant will be under AEC surveillance and undergo periodic safety 
inspections throughout its lifetime.  

Small amounts of radioactive material are permitted by AEC regula
tions to be released into the environment at controlled rates and in 
controlled amounts from a nuclear power plant. This requires a continuous 
program of monitoring and control to assure that release limits are not 
exceeded. The release limits in AEC regulations are based on guides 
developed by the Federal Radiation Council, a statutory body, and 
approved by the President for the guidance of Federal agencies. These 
release limits are such that continuous use of air or water at the point 
of release from the site would not result in expos-ures exceeding national 
and international standards for radiation protection of the public.  

.The concentrations of liquid radioactive effluents released from 
the plant are further reduced by dilution in the body of water to which 
they are discharged. A survey of all operating nuclear power plants 
has shown that the concentrations of radioactivity in liquid releases 
during 1967 were only a small fraction of the release limits applicable 
to the radionuclides in the effluent.
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D&: Mar. 21, 1969

21nTifeb Sideenate
RE: Mr. Russell Hatling 

144 Melbourne Ave., S. E.  
Minneapolis 
Minn 55414 

Respectfully referred to 
Congressional Liaison 
Atomic Energy Commission 
Washington, D. C.  

** *... .................. .......  
For your consideration of the attachec 
letter, and for a report.  

To'be forwarded directly to the 
constituent, with a copy to me 
for my information and records.  

XX To me, in duplicate to accompan 
return of enclosure.  

As requested below.  

Additional comments:

y

Please refer response to attention of

Bob Mannion , of my staff ,

on the outside of the envelope only.

Thank you.

WALTER F. MONDALE 
U. S. SENATE .a 

7F~e 082

2 2082



144 clbourne Avenue Southoast 
inneapolis, Minnesota 55414 

5enntor lalter Mondale 
Senblte Offic Building 

ear entor 1ond2le: 

is t c en of zinnlesota, I have objected to the proposed. nuclear poker 
zlant in .:ntice.llo. I believe no one has the right to subject any cit
izen to the dangerz of radiation. . no one has the right to make a 
value judoment that the risk to life is offset by the benefits of such a 
system. no one has the right to foul the rivers and lakes which belong 
to the pecule of the state.  

I an enclosing a report I have porepared wnd circulated at the DFL City 
Convention in mnapolis. I have asked others to join me in protezting 
the licensinv of this plant to dump radioactive waste. into the Mlississ
iLpi I fina the idea almost unbelievable.  

I implore you to use every means at your disposal to help block this 
licensin.  

Sincerely, 

Russell Hatling



MONTICELLO: A nuclear energy gamble 
The stakes:. mutation, cancer, death 

Citizens are concerned about the idea of radioactive wastes being dumped 
into the Mississippi at Monticello. We should be. It's our drinking 
water. And in spite of the assurances of safety from the Atomic Energy 
Commission and Northern States Power Company -- the safety and performance 
records of nuclear energy plants have been dismal.  

Of the original 12 nuclear power plants that have been put into operation, 
8 have failed -- including the one at Elk River where radioactive leaks 
forced shutdown -- and the Northern States Power "Pathfinder" plant in 
Sioux Falls which exceeded its yearly concentration limit despite being 
operated below full power. Three plants have been abandoned (one at an 
estimated $7 million decontamination cost, paid by the taxpayer, of 
course) .1 

In all cases where these plants failed, citizens had been assured, as 
now, of complete safety.  

Q. If there were a real danger to health from radioactive waste, would 
the Atomic Energy Commission approve of such a plant? 

A. It appears that the AEC not only would but in fact has approved of 
such plants. The Hanford, Washington Atomic Energy facility on the 
Columbia River is an example.  

A 1965 study showed that Oregon counties bordering the Columbia River 
downstream from the Hanford facility had a 53 percent higher cancer 
rate than the rest of the state. The JOURNAL OF ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH 
reported: "This physiographic pattern of malignancy provides strong 
circumstantial evidence that not just leukemia but all types of cancer 
are influenced by bodily ingested radioisotopes in quantities heretofore 
thought safe." 2 We might add, 'declared safe' by the AEC.  

Q. But why would the AEC approve a nuclear power installation where even 
the slightest question of safety exists? 

A. It is important to keep in mind that the AEC was established to promote 
the use of nuclear energy. Limiting such use, even for safety reasons, 
is clearly a conflict of interest for the AEC.  

Q. What is a 'safe level' of radioactivity in the environment? 

A. There is no 'safe level' of radioactivity. Radiation as minimal as 
X-ray exposure of an unborn child is associated with leukemia in later 
life.2 Standards .depend on how many deaths and mutations we are willing 
to accept.  

For example, the Federal Radiation Council has set its standards at 
.5 rem yearly exposure. "If we assume the population of the Twin Cities 
metropolitan area to be two million, then a continuing yearly exposure 
of .5 rem -- the FRC standard dose -- would be expected to cause from 
10 to 100 cases of leukemia per year and about an equal number of other
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types of neoplasms (cancer) ... Whether a loss of this magnitude is 

acceptable to society can only be determined by' considering the benefits 

to be gained from a particular use of atomic energy."
3 

A question one might ask is 'whose benefits and whose deaths?' 

Q. How much radioactive waste would the proposed Monticello Plant discharge 

into the Mississippi? 

A. Northern States Power estimates a total waste, including fuel leaks, of 

91.4 Curies yearly.4 

General Electric, who has a reputation for seriously underestimating 

radioactive discharge, guesses 30,000 Curies the first year. Note 

the discrepancy: 29,998.6 Curies. The real figure is anybody's guess.  

("A Curie is equivalent to the activity of one gram of radium. We can 

all recall the excitement and intensive searches instituted when capsules 

containing a few milligrams of radium were lost or misplaced. Yet the 

quantity of radioactivity proposed for release from a single nuclear 

power plant each year, even under the most optimistic assumptions as 

to its operation, is several times the activity of the entire world 

supply of radium.").4 

Q. What about the present argument between Northern States Power and the 

Pollution Control Agency as to allowable limits of radioactive contami

nation? 

A. This is a sham battle diverting attention from the real point that no 

amount of radioactive waste is safe and under no conditions should 

dumping it in our drinking water be tolerated.  

Eugene P. Dolum, in his widely used textbook, FUNDAMENTALS OF ECOLOGY, 

says: "Should a system receive a higher level of radiation than that 

under which it evolved, nature will not take it 'lying down,' so to 

speak; adaptations and adjustments will occur along with elimination of 

sensitive strains or species." 

Put another way: radioactive waste dumped into the Mississippi will 

result in mutations or freaks in plants, animals, fish and people.  

Cancer and the death rate due to cancer will increase. No limits have 

been set on the increase of illness and death that is "acceptable." 

That will apparently depend on how loud people protest as they learn 

what is happending.  

Q. Is is necessary to discharge radioactive waste into the Mississippi River? 

A. NO. "The quantity of radioactive wastes which is discharged depends on 

the extent of the waste treatment system. Radioisotopes in the wastes 

can vary from none to several million Curies per year. There need be no 

radioactive discharge since those that are released are the result of 

delierate decisions. The only gain offsetting these releases is a 

slightly lower, and as yet unspecified electrical cost to the consumer."
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Q. What can you do? 

A. Make your voice heard. Don't leave it to the other guy. Protest now 
against dumping radioactive waste in any amount into the Mississippi 
River or any other body of water in Minnesota.  

Send your protest to: 
. Governor Harold LeVander, State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul, Minnesota 
Mayor Arthur Naftalin, Minneapolis Court House, Minneapolis, Minnesota 

. Your Own State Legislator, State Capitol Bldg., St. Paul, Minnesota 

. Mr. John Badalich, Chairman - Pollution Control Agency, Department 
of Health Building, University of Minnesota, Minneapolis,-Mi.nnesota 

ATTEND POLLUTION CONTROL AGENCY MEETING 
(Permit for NSP will be granted or denied at this meeting) 

Tuesday, March 11 Veterans Service Building 
9:00 AM Capitol Approach - St. Paul 
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